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AbstractThe objective of the research is to analyze the leadership that Jean Val jean showedin
Les Miserables movie directed by Tom Hooper.This research focuses on what are thetypes and the impacts of the leaderships of Jean Val jean in Les Miserables.In thisdescribtive qualitative study the writer collects the data from the scene and theconversation in the movie and material with a variety of resources such as books,journals, articles, and other references. After watching the movie repeatedly andcollecting the data by pay attention to the conversation in the movie's scenes, thewriter studies the whole story before continuing to the next step, then analyses thestory is all about. The types of leadership that werefound in this movie are(1) Laissez-faire leadership and (2) Servant leadership. While there are threeimpacts of leadershipthat indeed to Jean Valjean as the main character in Les Miserables, namely(1)Inspiringconfidence for others (2) Creating a respectful environment, and (3) Increasing loyaltyand trust.This movie shows many things to be a good leader who can bring a big impacton people. We are all leaders in our lives. So, this movie gives us so many things that wecan learn to have a better life.
Keyword: Leadership, Les Miserables, Literature

1. IntroductionNowadays, a suitable leadership style is needed to respond to dynamic changesin every kind of environment. The leadership styles that chosen by leaders aregoing to give some impact on surroundings. Leaders deal with prominentchallenges in adapting to a new leadership style and paradigms while leadingworkers from a variety of backgrounds. Leaders not only have an obvious order orplan but also have a suitable leadership style. In addition, the leadership of JeanValjean in Les Miserables movie is going to be analyzed. The analysis is focused onthe type and the impact of the leadership. The Les Miserables movie is one of the
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greatest pieces of literature that shown leadership. Literature goes to a beautifulpurpose that has some kind of goal that aimed to entertain people no matter to thecreator or the reader. The product of literature is not limited to the written textonly, it also improves and becomes impressive when translated into other formssuch as music and other forms. Literature also consists of value that gives us amoral review and some way to learn about other experiences in life.“Literature isreferred to as the entirety of written expression, with the restriction that not everywritten document can be categorized as literature in the more exact sense of theword”(Klarer, 2013). It meansthat the literature has large amounts of things, it canbe written and unwritten forms. The things that are included in literature like anovel, fiction, nonfiction, novel, or autobiography. We can find pleasure,excitement, knowledge, personality, and other value in literature.Since the movie is one of the most popular literary works or media or art formsthat can convey information, messages or knowledge, ideas about various aspectsof life or lifestyle of humans and the universe.“ The movie is also known as a filmand is also one of the popular literary works that are useful for expressingthoughts, feelings, emotions, ideas, and so forth”(Madula et al.,2017). It means thatmovies can represent human artworks in visual and audio forms that are as mediaof communication and education.It can be defined that movies are parts of movingpictures containing shots and frames that give a window to “reality‟ and at the rearleave space for interpretations.Some aspects that are consisted in a movie are character, plot, setting, theme, andpoint of view. The character is one of the aspects that is going to be described inthis research."Characters are those who play a role in a story. Usually, personalidentity or entity whose existence comes from fictional work orperformance(Lapandja et al., 2016) say The character in a movie can be classifiedinto two groups, major and minor characters. The major or main charactersplay animportant role in the story or the novel. The minor characters are often called asupporter of the drama or the novel.They do not have an important role as majorcharacters”.The character is presented in a narrative work or drama, which byreaders interpretedtohave certain moral qualities and tendencies as expressed inspeech and action. The main character is the most important in a story, but it
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cannot be stood alone. Other characters are going to fill the flow of the story to bemore convincing(AM et al., 2017). From the definition above, it can be concludedthat the main character gives an essential role. But the main character also needsother roles such as the existence of the supporting roles for success, so the storycan be more interesting and relatable because a movie without another characterseems flat.In this research, the movie is analyzed is Les Miserables. The Les

Miserables movieis a musical drama movie which was adapted from the novelVictor Hugo in 1862 and set in France. This movie is directed by Tom Hooper andstarred by a talented actor, Hugh Jackman. In this movie, we can see the leadershipfrom Jean Valjean as the main character. Leadership is the most extensivelystudied social influence process in behavioral science, particularly in themanagement literature(VanMeter et al., 2016).There are many types of leadership,and two of them are laissez-faire leadership and servant leadership. Laissez-faireleadership is a style of leadership in which leaders are hands in hands and enablemembers of the group to make decisions(Cherry, 2019).Laissez-faire leaders werearguednot to invest in the advancement of workers becausethey believe thatemployees can take care ofthemselves, Puni asserted in (Jony, Mohammad. Alam,2019). So, it can be concluded that laissez-faire leadership shows an attitude oftrust and reliance on their employees. The leaders of this type do not manage andinvolve with detail but they let their employees use their creativity, resources, andexperience to help them meet their purposes. Another type of leadership that isdiscussed in this research is servant leadership. Servant leadership has beenrecognized as a leadership philosophy addressing the concerns of ethics(Carter, D.,& Baghurst, 2014). Servant leadership most closely illustrates participativeleadership. Itattracts employee trust, which can make credible improvements in anorganization.Servant leadership is characterized by two key factors: a primarymotivation of servingthrough leading and a priority interest in employee well-being(VanMeter et al., 2016). With servant leadership being a people-orientedapproach, which prioritizes support for employees, it is projected to yieldemployees with a greater commitment to the organization in exchange for thesupport and empowerment from the organization, asrepresented by the servantleader (Asag-Gau & Dierendonck, 2011). These types of leadership are shown in
Les Miserables movie. The movietellsabout Jean Valjean's redemption after stealing
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a loaf of bread and struggles to suffer in France. Jean Valjean is released fromprison and promises to become an honest man and mask his identity. Finally, hebecomes the town's mayor.
2. Research MethodsIn this analysis, the writer uses the descriptive qualitative method.Descriptive qualitative research is intended to describe theexistedphenomena that are natural or human engineering(Sukmadinata,2011). It pays more attention to the characteristic, quality, and activityinterrelationship. The procedure of the analysis has some steps. The writercollects the data from the scene and the conversation in the movie andmaterial with a variety of resources such as books, journals, articles, andother references. The primary resources of this research are from the movieitself, the Les Miserables movie directed by Tom Hooper. After watching themovie repeatedly and collecting the data by pay attention to theconversation in the movie's scenes, the writer studies the wholestorybefore continuing to the next step, then analyses the story is allabout,including the types and the impacts of the leaderships of Jean Valjeanthat the writer can take from themovie.The main source of this research is the Les Miserables movie. The writercollectsthe data by watching the movie repeatedly to getting phrases orsentences in the movie scenes that support the research purpose. The datacan be in phrases or sentence forms. After collecting the data, the writeruses the following steps for analyzing:1. Data reductionThis step involves selecting, focusing, condensing, and transformingdata. The process should be guided by thinking about which data bestanswer the evaluation questions.2. Data displayThis involves creating an organized, compressed way of arranging data(such as through a diagram, chart, matrix, or text). The display shouldhelp facilitate identifying themes, patterns, and connections that helpanswer your evaluation questions. This step usually involves coding,
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where you mark passages of text (or parts of images or sections of avideo, etc.) that have the same message or are connected in some way,and you write an accompanying explanation of what the selectedpassages have in common.3. Drawing conclusionDuring this last step, revisit the data many times to verify, test, orconfirm the themes and patterns you have identified.
3. Research Finding and Discussion

3.1 Research FindingAfter collecting the data that are in phrases or sentence forms from theLes

Miserablesmovie directed by Tom Hooper, the writer uses there three steps toanalyze the data, data reduction, data display, and conclusion.
Data reductionLaissez-faire Leadership finish these,foreman, make them calm andpatientServant Leadership Valjean: hold on it
Inspiringconfidenceforothers I’m here to save cosset, I will pay for all ofhis debt. To take cosset to go, there is aduty I have made, because I had blind forone who needs me, now your mother issafe with God! And I stand here for herplace, from now and cosset will be in myprotection. Cosset have a father now."Creating a Respectful Environment Welcome, sir! The lawenforcementCreating a respectful environment Is that true what I have done? to a womanwho lost a soul, in the name of my task, ithas just begun, I'm taking this woman tothe hospital
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Data display and conclusionLaissez-faire Leadership

Source: Les Miserables movie
Figure III. 1Valjean asked the foreman to handle the problem.JeanValjean: “ finish these, foreman. make them calm and patient”Foreman: “yes, sir”

(Jean Valjean’s Office – Min 17: 00: 00)
From this scene we can see point one as a Leader Jean Valjean has anotherwork that he must do, he must welcome the inspector from French. so heasks the foreman to handle the problem among the worker, as a leader hetrusts his worker to handle a problem. We can see that Valjean give trustand Jean Valjean let his employee assume responsibility in making adecision
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Servant Leadership

Source: Les Miserables movie
Figure III.2Valjean is helping the old man

Valjean: hold on it (Valjean took the old man away from the cart)
(The street – Min 21:20: 00)From the scene above it can be explained that Jean Valjean is helping the old man,it is mean he can relate well to his people with low-profile and very welcome todown earth also his people trust him and depend on him. From all the scenesabove we can conclude that Jean Valjean has a good character of leadership and heis a servant to his people in a good way. From his ability to treat people he canachieve his success as a mayor of Montreuil- Suer-Mer.
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Inspiring confidence for others.

Source: Les Miserables movie
Figure III.3Jean Valjean Comes to bring cosset go.

Jean Valjean: “ I’m here to save cosset, I will pay for all of his debt. Totake cosset to go, there is a duty I have made, because Ihad blind for one who needs me, now your mother issafe with God! And I stand here for her place, from nowand cosset will be in my protection. Cosset have a fathernow." (The lodging – Min 54: 00)
This scene shows that Jean Valjean is paying all of his debt to the owner of thelodging. Jean Valjean being cosset father also a mom. Valjean promises will bringcossetwhereverhegoes. Cosset has lived with people that make her life in a badsituation that destroy her self-esteem and confidence.From this scene can be concluded that Jean Val jean gives hope and inspiresCosset to be confident to face life.
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Creating a Respectful Environment

Source: Les Miserables Movie
Figure III.4Valjean is welcoming the inspector

JeanValjean: “ WelcomeInspector!”Javert: "Please call me Javert. I am here ready to serve you withjustice and law in ourhands.”JeanValjean: Welcome,sir! The lawenforcement.Javert: "You are the pride of the city, you are praised by thenobles, your success has been rewarded, withthe best shipment from French, yourcitizensthrive.”(Jean Valjean’s Office – Min. 20: 00:00)
From the conversation above it can be explained that Jean Valjean is welcomingthe best inspector in French. He is welcoming the inspector with much pleasureand respect, so the inspector responds to Jean Valjean with respect too. It is meantthat Valjean acts and serves well as the government messenger and be known as agood mayor. There is something implied in this situation that Jean Valjean does to
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the inspector but it is only a trick to create a respectful environment for hisworkers.Increasing Loyalty and Trust

Source: Les Miserables Movie
Figure III.5Valjean saved the woman that gets fired by his foreman from aprostitution place.

Thewoman:   “sir please don’t mock me now,  it’s enough I lost mypride, you let your foreman fired me away, yesyou were there and turn aside.”
JeanValjean: "Is that true what I have done? to a woman who lost a

soul, in the name of my task, it has just begun, I'm
taking this woman to the hospital”(Prostitution place - Min 35: 00: 00)

The scene above tells that Valjean saved Fatine from the inspector that willbringhertothejailand bringFatinetohospitalaftersoldhisteeth,hair, andbodyto payfor his daughter’s life. Valjean promises to Fatine to takes care of his daughter,Cosset. From this scene we can see that Valjean likes to servant others, he does notlike to see someone who treats others badly and makes Fatine feel comfortable andsafe with him.
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3.2 DiscussionThis research has shown that the types and the impacts of leadership in the Les

Miserablesmovie. Two types of leadership that are found are Laissez-faireleadership and Servant leadership.The impactsareconsisted ofinspiringconfidenceforothers, creating a respectful environment, and increasingloyalty and trust.
Laissez-faire leadershiphas a hands-off approach and lets their employeesassume responsibility in the decision-making process, although they must still setemployee expectations and monitor performance. This leadership style can beeffective when working with highly experienced and confidentemployees. One ofthe scenes that are proved Laissez-faire leadership iswhen Valjean asked theforeman to handle the problem in the factory and let his employee decide on theproblem that happened insight the factory. Valjean believed by doing this thesituation becomes much better because the foreman knew all about the workers inthe factory.
The servant leadership principle is a "servant first". It means leaders focus onthe needs of others, especially team members before considering their own. Thisleadership style can be effective for humanitarian organizations, nonprofits, andteams that need to create diversity, inclusion, andmorale. In this type of leadership,the writer finds four scenes that shown this type of leadership. It is proved whenValjean is helping the oldman, without having doubt, he goes straight ahead helpthe worker even he has an important guest who helps to goal his business.
Inspiringconfidenceforothers means a leader who minimizes uncertaintyand supports the belief that there is a future in what they are doing will be able todrive higher levels of engagement and affects others around him to be confident aswell. In this impact of leadership, the writer finds five scenes that shown thisimpact. It is proved when Jean Valjean who is a leader not only builds confidence inhis workers but also to Cosset, Fatine’s daughter. Cosset who lived with a badcouple took bad treatment that makes her lonely and unconfident. Jean Valjeanbuilds others' confidence by inspiring them with their belief and hope.
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Creating a respectful environment means a leader who recognizes hisemployee is a key in creating a respectful environment. People like to beappreciated, acknowledged, and respected. Thus, giving the impact in raising theirmorale. In this impact of leadership, the writer finds four scenes that shown thisimpact. It is proved when Jean Valjean welcomes a government messenger whowanted to inspect and check his workers rudely, but Jean Valjean gave his respectto the messenger first to show that all his workers had to be respected too. So, themessenger had to do the inspection and checking an inappropriate way.
Increasing loyalty and trust means a leader who demonstrates genuineconcern towards their partner will impact in the raise of their loyalty towards thecause and the leader, and also raise their trust towards the cause and of theirleader. This will also raise the engagement level and thus, raise the overall qualityof the human resource, and productivity. In this impact of leadership, the writerfinds three scenes that shown this impact. It is proved when Jean Valjeansaved oneof his workers from a prostitution place. The worker was in a hopeless situation,but Jean Valjean kept helping her. He never gave up to fire his worker's life andhopes that makes the worker trust him.

4. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONIn this research,the writer found two types and three impacts of leadership.The types of leadership are laissez-faire leadership and servant leadership. Theimpact of leadership is inspiringconfidenceforothers, creating a respectfulenvironment, and increasing loyalty and trust. Laissez-faire leadership is showninthis movie when Jean Valjean lets his foreman for handle the problem in thefactory and also his employee decides for the problem that happened insight thefactory. Servant leadership is shown in this movie when Jean Valjean is helping theoldman, without having a doubt. Inspiringconfidenceforothers is shown in thismovie when Jean Valjean who is a leader not only builds confidence in his workersbut also to Cosset, Fatine daughter. Creating a respectful environment is shown inthis movie when Jean Valjean welcomes a government messenger who wanted toinspect and check his workers rudely, but Jean Valjean gave his respect to themessenger first to show that all his workers had to be respected too. The last isincreasing loyalty and trust, which is shown in this movie when Jean Valjean saved
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one of his workers from a prostitution place. For the suggestion, the writer wouldlike to convey how important leadership is in our lives and give somesuggestionsas follows. For next researchers, if they are doing research onleadershipand its impact, the researchers should explain more about it. In anotherword, the researchers have to comprehend more what leadership and the impactare in the broadest sense. The writer hopesthat this article can help the nextresearcher who wants to take the same topic.For readers, the writer hopes thisarticle can help them in understanding the meaning of leadership that has beendescribed by the researcher in this paper and it can be a benchmark or referenceand reading that educate and inform the readers who still confuse about whatleadership is.
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